
 

 

RETAIL PUSH SMS : TERMS & CONDITIONS 

 
Any organization / Firms / Institution / Individual wish to send SMS on occasional basis may 
approach BSNL for pushing SMS to the known customer base within Karnataka. 

 
1. The retail push SMS service is available for PROMOTIONAL SMS MESSAGES to the 

customers of On-Network (BSNL) and Off-Network (Non-BSNL).  
 
 

2. The service of pushing SMS to the subscriber base indicated by the 

organization/Firms/institution/individuals will be pushed by VAS Marketing-CM 

unit of BSNL, Karnataka Telecom Circle. 

 
3. Number of SMS to be sent is to be in multiple of 1000 only.  

 
4. Intended customer may contact any nearest BSNL Marketing / Enterprise Business  

 
units of SSA OR may email to bsnlktkvas@gmail.com  or ktkcovas@gmail.com for 
any enquiry /clarification / help. 

 

6. Intended firms/Agencies/individual customer may submit the application in the 

prescribed format along with enclosures to the Marketing unit / Enterprise Unit 

who in turn process for issue of demand note by the Commercial Officer.  

 

7. Marketing unit / Enterprise Unit may issue the work order after confirmation of 

upfront payment of Amount raised in the demand note and one of the copy of 

work order along with text of SMS message to be forwarded to the AGM, S&M-

VAS-CM O/o CGM, Karnataka Telecom Circle, Bangalore on FAX No. 080-25570067 

or on email ktkcovas@gmail.com OR bsnlvasktk@gmail.com for executing the push 

SMS to the customer base indicated by the customer.  

 

8. The payment shall be made in Cash / Demand Draft / Cheque drawn in favour of “ 

AO   
CMTS of SSA”  

 
 

9. The Customer Base of On-Net (BSNL) of SSA wise or Area’s PIN Code wise will be 

made available by the BSNL Marketing unit itself. But in case of Promotional SMS 

messages to be pushed to Non-BSNL (Off-Net) subscribers, the customer has to 

arrange for the subscriber Base to the BSNL for executing the SMS push as desired 

by the customer.  

 

10.   The targeted subscriber Base submitted by the applicant will be scrutinized by the 

Marketing unit of circle office for distinguishing the subscriber in to On-Net & Off-

Net and the final bill will be raised accordingly. 

 



  11. The cases of requirement of Push SMS with detail text of SMS message limited to 

160 characters (including space & special characters etc) to be received from the 

customers by the Marketing unit / Enterprise Unit of SSA and commercial officer will 

process for issue of demand note for payment of Advance amount to an extent of 

estimated quantum of SMSs indicated by the applicant/firm. The message exceeding 

160 characters and less than 360 characters will be treated as two SMS messages. 

 

12. For billing purpose the customer will be placed in a slab, based on actual number of 

SMS pushed by the customer in a month and per SMS tariff as per that particular slab 

is applicable for total SMS. In other words the total number of SMSs pushed from the 

Ad-Push Server / SMSC during the calendar month will be taken into account for 

placing the customer in a slab for final issue of bill towards the push SMS service.  
 
 
 
 

 

AGM [S&M-VAS]-CM 
 

Karnataka Telecom Circle 

 


